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Transport Foresight



Introduction to 
foresight

Foresight
The practice of systematically 
analysing the future to inform 

today’s decisions.



WE ARE LIVING IN A VUCA WORLD
volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous
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Our study is designed to drive long-term thinking and support the design of a future-ready transport 
investment pipeline. The project starts with trends and will result in a set of principles and strategies for 
future transport policy and investments. We are working to support your future thinking. 

(Y)OUR FORESIGHT STUDY 

Trends Implications Visions Principles

Identify, map and analyze

trends shaping the future of 

transport globally, with a 

focus on Asia, relevance to 

DMCs, and a view to 2030. 

Document implications of 

trends for DMCs, considering 

different modes as well as 

associated risks and 

opportunities.

Review trend implications to 

develop a series of future 

visions to consider in future 

transport implementation, 

investments and policy. 

Describe a set of practical 

principles and strategies for 

each vision, in order to ensure 

relevance across all DMCs and 

stakeholders. 

What is driving 
change?

What will the 
impact be?

What future do 
we want?

How can we
get there?



Significant forces are altering 
natural eco-systems and 
biodiversity at a global scale …



Population patterns Behaviour patterns Integrated transport systems Infra growth & renewal Climate change

Environmental risks Advanced technologies Energy and resources Economic and trade patterns Geopolitics policies
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FUTURE TRANSPORT TRENDS – A COMPLEX ECOSYSTEM OF CHANGE  

Trends



User Needs and Expectations

Climatic and Environmental Conditions

Technology and Materials

Demographics and Lifestyles

Policy and Regulation
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timetoday future

Planning and Design

Construction

Operation

Feasibility

Concept

Idea

What would we like to know?

What should we know?

What do we have to know?

… to make better decisions today

ImplicationsTrends



A vision sets out goals and aspirations clearly and concisely. 

It is intended to inspire and motivate by providing a picture of 

where we are and should be heading. 

Adapted from Lynne MacDonald, Chron 

What is a vision?



Adopt technology 
for socio-economic 

results

Cross regional 
cooperation

Spaces and 
services are 
accessible & 

inclusive

Resilient 
Infrastructure

Integrated 
systems and 

approach

Environmentally 
considerate 
outcomes

Strengthen 
institutional, 
financial and 

technical 
capability

Safe, reliable and 
efficient

Trends Implications Visions



Trends Implications Visions



Trends Implications Visions Principles



Potential Applications

Elevate ADB’s reputation among DMC counterparts as a thought-leader and future-ready 
institution. Leverage first-mover’s advantage with new value offering.

Identify and define opportunities, inform project pipeline, develop roadmaps, suggest adjustments 
to projects (to augment performance and outcomes).

Build futures literacy, broaden perspectives, discover emerging tech, generate new insights from 
partnerships.

Map Trends
Create 
Visions

Develop 
Strategy

Ideas to 
enhance 

future 
readiness 

for projects



Available Resources & Assets


